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and﻿successfully﻿ run﻿ the﻿organisation.﻿The﻿development﻿of﻿essential﻿ skills﻿needed﻿ in﻿partnership﻿
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building,﻿human﻿development﻿and﻿resource﻿allocation,﻿all﻿of﻿which﻿lead﻿to﻿organisational﻿sustainability.﻿
Collaborative﻿networks﻿ are﻿where﻿organisations﻿ collaborate﻿ to﻿ share﻿ resources,﻿ such﻿ as﻿data﻿ and﻿












































Dickinson﻿et﻿al.,﻿2012)﻿ influenced﻿by﻿ the﻿Deakin﻿ report﻿ (1996),﻿ suggested﻿ that﻿ the﻿ state﻿and﻿ the﻿
sector﻿would﻿develop﻿a﻿closer﻿relationship﻿guided﻿by﻿‘Compact’.﻿The﻿Compact﻿document﻿sets﻿out﻿a﻿
framework﻿agreement﻿that﻿outlines﻿a﻿shared﻿vision,﻿values﻿and﻿commitment﻿by﻿both﻿the﻿government﻿
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…businesses with primarily social objectives whose surpluses are principally reinvested for that 
purpose, in the business or in the community, rather than being driven by the need to maximise profit 
for the shareholders or owners. 
This﻿policy﻿document﻿reflected﻿the﻿changing﻿government﻿strategy﻿of﻿the﻿UK﻿Labour﻿government﻿







policy﻿ agenda﻿ opened﻿ new﻿development﻿ funding﻿ streams﻿ for﻿ the﻿ third﻿ sector﻿ social﻿ enterprise﻿
organisations﻿ to﻿build﻿capacity﻿and﻿ to﻿develop﻿new﻿services﻿ that﻿ enable﻿ them﻿ to﻿ sustain﻿a﻿ social﻿
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or﻿ laughing)﻿and﻿notes﻿about﻿personal﻿ reflections﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿ reactions﻿arising﻿ from﻿and﻿captured﻿
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The big recent development has been around the competitive tendering commissioning. There is more 
and more competitive tendering with a short time turn around. This disadvantages us, as we don’t 
have the infrastructure to develop a credible bid in a very short time frame. For an organisation of our 
size, the only realistic way of doing that is by going in as a subcontractor with a larger organisation. 
Small providers like us are pretty much forced into partnerships to enable us to successfully win 
contracts (Participant G: Yorkshire and Humber Region).
This﻿was﻿echoed﻿by﻿participant﻿K:
The re-commissioning went out to competitive tender. The commissioners asked for tender to come 
from consortia and we went in as part of a consortium. If we are successful, it will be all change; we 
will be funded by the lead organisation. This is a challenge for small organisations that don’t have 









efficiencies﻿and﻿ reduce﻿ their﻿contract﻿management﻿costs,﻿often﻿ replacing﻿a﻿number﻿of﻿ individual﻿
services﻿ contracts﻿with﻿ a﻿ single﻿ arrangement﻿ that﻿ could﻿ include﻿ sub-contracting﻿ arrangements﻿
with﻿other﻿providers.﻿The﻿ increasing﻿competitive﻿ environment,﻿ in﻿which﻿ small﻿ social﻿ enterprises﻿











It’s not all doom and gloom ... we are diversifying our income streams and working with other providers 
like ourselves … so things are alright (Participant S: London and South East Region).
Another﻿participant﻿based﻿in﻿the﻿South﻿East﻿region﻿reported:
It’s been a very good year … a very successful and positive year for us. We received some capacity 
building support and that helped us to prepare for the last commissioning round. Our bid was 
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especially﻿ vulnerable﻿ due﻿ to﻿ the﻿ restrictive﻿ regulation﻿ of﻿ the﻿ commissioning﻿ process.﻿ For﻿ some﻿









The﻿ research﻿ contributes﻿ to﻿ the﻿ empirical﻿ research﻿ investigating﻿ regional﻿ variations﻿ of﻿ third﻿
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